From the desk of Gloria Campos
Dear GOP County chairs and Republican Leaders,
This e-mail is to inform you about a group of people led by Steve Orlando who are creating
fraudulent RNHA county groups. This group of people are calling their county groups “a revival
of the RNHA IL”.
The official IL chapter of the RNHA is led by Rafael Rivadeneira. Rafael and his state board
were elected on January of 2011. RNHA website: http://ilrnha.org
Steve Orlando ran against Rafael Rivadeneira in the 2011 RNHA Election and he lost.
Steve Orlando’s recent announcement of a “revival” of the IL RNHA chapter group is his second
attempt to take over an organization the only way he knows, the UNDEMOCRATIC way, the
illegal way.
As a military mother whose son is serving this great country to defend our freedoms and as an
immigrant who escaped a dictatorial regime, I am appalled of Steve Orlando’s nasty tactics and
illegal attempts to take over the IL RNHA or any other organization. I believe in Democracy, I
believe in every person having the right to a vote and I believe in the Democratic process; basic
concepts that have built this great Nation.
While thousands of people risk and lose their lives around the world to create and maintain
Democratic States, here in IL we have people like Steve Orlando who resort to coup d'états.
We cannot, I will not stand silent to Orlando’s attempts to take leadership of the RNHA
chapter in IL with the use of lies, threats and bully behavior.
In the United States we hold Elections, period.
Our country is better than that, we are better than that!
Steve Orlando and his group of 5-7 people have a reputation of creating situations in which they
force Republican Candidates to choose over controversial issues or ask them to openly take sides
on embarrassing situations.
Steve Orlando and company strategically plan dramas a few days before Elections. His last
attack was against Bill Brady during his Gubernatorial bid less than two weeks before the
general election. I have no doubt Democrats love Steve Orlando and his efforts to hurt the
Conservative movement and our Republican Candidates.
You should know that Steve Orlando and his group of people disagree with the Conservative
ideology of the current RNHA Leadership.

From the desk of Gloria Campos
It is your choice; stand up to Democracy or surrender to Steve Orlando’s group threats of
alienating Hispanics if you don’t support his fake group.

Should you have any questions or need any evidence of my statements above, feel free to call me
at 618-713-0709.
Gloria Campos
RNHA National Committeewoman

